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On Higher

GROUND
The Preserve at Oak Meadows Raises the Bar
as a Course for the Community
— and the Environment, Too
By Don Shell
ADDISON, Illinois — It’s faced fire over the years, and it’s
faced more than a few floods, too. It’s been a victim of old
age, outdated and outpaced by a game grown more sophisticated as the years went by. By most accounts, you see, ol’
Oak Meadows had seen better days.
But the past, as they say, is prologue. And today, after
careful planning, big ideas and a multi-million budget, the
rebuilt, reborn, and renamed Preserve at Oak Meadows is
living proof, in so many ways, that it’s never too late to be
all you hope to be.
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It’s an unseasonably warm, sunny fall day, the
kind of bright, late-season Saturday that’s such
irresistible catnip for golfers everywhere. It’s a
good day to end up in Addison, a (somewhat)
slower-paced suburb in Chicago’s southwestern side, to get a sneak peek at the new
Preserve at Oak Meadows.
Pulling in to the parking lot, all that’s missing is a stately clubhouse towering past the
putting green, temporarily replaced by a food
and beverage trailer and a modest makeshift
clubhouse. It’s a reminder of the disastrous
2009 fire that gave the Dupage County Forest
Preserve a little pause, and gave it time to start
thinking about the bigger picture for Oak
Meadows.
It’s also a reminder of the beginning for
Austin Kopp, the Preserve’s clean-cut, mildmannered head professional, who started his
career at the club not long before the fire.
“I came on when we had the old clubhouse,
so I saw the unfortunate events of the fire,”
Kopp recalled. “But that’s really what led us
down the path of truly taking a step back and
saying, ‘Hey, what’s truly going to be best for
the golf course?’
“We started looking at alleviating flooding
issues and looking at what’s going to make this
golf course that’s been here for 90-plus years,
here for another 90 to 100 years.”

The old Oak Meadows was built in the 1920s
as private Elmhurst Country Club, and it
enjoyed moments of glory over the years,

PREVIOUS SPREAD: The Preserve’s sensational 16th hole.
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: The Preserve’s 360-yard, par-4
12th. You’ll be lucky to reach the 562-yard, par-5 13th in two.
The Preserve is home to a variety of birds, including the great
blue heron.
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BUILT TO LAST
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ingly called it, “Soak Meadows,” due to
the frequent flooding of Salt Creek, which
ran through its heart. Efforts to control the
flooding ended up making matters worse,
creating waterlogged fairways for days at
a time.
So following the fire, the Dupage Forest
Preserve found it time to rethink the property entirely. They also found the money, to
the tune of $17 million, to turn the old Oak
Meadows and its nine-hole Maple Meadows

The toughest par 4 on the course, the Preserve’s 461-yard ninth flirts with the Salt Creek throughout.
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including Ben Hogan’s incredible Chicago
Open victory in 1941. But the private club
slowly slipped into obsolescence, and was
eventually bought by the DuPage County
Forest Preserve District in 1985, renamed
Oak Meadows Golf Club and opened to the
public.
Like many of its peers in the Chicago
area, the parkland layout was heavily treed
and lightly bunkered, and the busy muni
was a favorite among the locals, who teas-

East course into a singular showpiece for
the community. They hired Chicago-area
architect Greg Martin to handle the remodel, and tasked him with working with the
environment, not against it. If Oak Meadows
had learned anything over the years, it’s that
if you can’t beat Mother Nature, you’d better join her.
So they did. Martin and his team con-

sulted with drainage experts, hydrologists,
the Army Corps of Engineers, and even the
Sierra Club to come up with a viable plan for
the 288 acres. The answer they found was
to give the Salt Creek a wide berth during
the rainy season, removing 1,500 trees, and
planting and building in 35 acres of new
wetlands along the way.
“The tie-in with the wetlands has been
WWW.GOLFTIMEMAG.COM
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a really interesting part of the project, as well,”
Kopp said. “You see the guys out there —
there’s 300,000 hand-planted wetland plugs on
the property — and seeing that continue, that’s
been a cool, ongoing part of the process, as well.”
All of that took time, however, and the facility
shut down for two years from July of 2015 until it
reopened for “preview play” late last year, before
its grand opening this spring.
The results were even better than expected.
“Our ‘preview’ season went well, by all measures a success,” Kopp said. “We had a good
problem to have — more golfers than we had
tee times available, even on the weekdays. We
had a lot of repeat customers coming back to us,
but we had a lot of new visitors, too, so it was
really cool to see.
“It’s lived up to our expectations and exceeded them in a lot of ways, too. We were waiting for
that first big flood event and sort of, put the tires
to the pavement, so to speak, and really make
sure it meets the test. We got tested in the spring
and in July, and we got floods that would’ve
closed the old Oak Meadows for a week or more
and done damage. And it didn’t impact the playing surfaces really at all. It’s cool to see it do what
it’s designed to do.
“Looking forward to next year for what will be
our Grand Opening and our ‘return to business’
so to speak.”

HIGHER GROUND, HIGHER
CALIBER
The result is a championship track that’s already
earned its share of accolades, from critical word
of mouth in the golf media, to even winning the
2017 “Green Star” environmental award from
Golf Digest, for which Ron Whitten called The

The Preserve is a course for the community, and offers
kayaking down the Salt Creek, and other outdoor activities.

By the Community,
For the Community

The Preserve’s shared purpose
is simply in its nature
While the golf might be the focal point and
garner much of the headlines for the Dupage
Forest Preserve’s new Preserve at Oak
Meadows, one aspect can’t be overlooked:
The Preserve is one part upscale golf
development and one big part nature park.
“Golf is the driver of the property, but
we refer to it as a golf preserve,” said Austin
Kopp, the director of golf. “(At the Dupage
Forest Preseve) We always think, ‘How can
the courses function and assist the community around them?’ In our situation, it’s a
recreational amenity, but there’s also kayak
tours, fitness walks (later in the evening),
we have a bike trail that comes in about a
half-mile, in and out, where you get views of
the property.”
Indeed, there are plenty of natural amenities the community can enjoy around the
288-acre development, which re-routed the
Salt Creek and rebuilt wetlands and habitats
during its two-year construction. It’s closely
tied in with many of the other Dupage Forest
Preserve sites nearby, including the Salt
Creek Marsh, Salt Creek Greenway and Salt
Creek Park.
“It’s great seeing our other recreational
activities tie in, as well as other programs
tie in that the Forest Preserve does, like bird
walks,” Kopp said. “So there’s other things
that even in our short preview season here
that we were able to integrate and do, and
that’s only going to continue as the course
matures and as we get a new (clubhouse)
brought back online, which is part of a big
Phase II.”
Visit www.dupageforest.org for more
information.
WWW.GOLFTIMEMAG.COM
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really had.”
I was paired with two golf-crazy Chicago
natives, John Searles and Pat D’Amico,
who fondly remembered the former “Soak
Meadows.” Both marveled at The Preserve’s
new condition and character, and put the
new club on par with some of Chicago’s best
public offerings.

The tough-but-terrific 223-yard, par-3 10th hole.

CHALLENGE & TRIUMPH
We played from just under 6,700 yards, a
bit out of my comfort zone on a typical day,
though a clip I found surprisingly playable.
The Preserve, as it turns out, puts a premium
on strategy, not just strength.
“It’s a mix of forced carries, but we try to
get people to the right tees so those forced
carries aren’t so much in some areas,” Kopp
said. “Hole 11 (a 435-yard par 4) is a good
example of that, hole 16 (a fantastic, 355-
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Preserve “maybe the most important new
course of the year.”
But all of that would be for naught if the
course didn’t live up to the expectations of
the golfers, too. But fear not; Martin’s work
blends the old with the new beautifully, preserving its past legacy on a championship
track built for the modern era.
“It’s fun to see a lot of the old course
mixed in with the new course, but its truly
a brand-new course and a better product,”
Kopp explained. “Better irrigation, better
bunkers and materials, better grasses.
“On the playability end of things, now
we truly have five sets of tees, and you’ve
got the set of tees under 5,000, and you’ve
got the set of tees over 7,000. So it’s playable
from a lot of different levels, but a tough
challenge from that back set of tees, which
is something the old Oak Meadows never

yard par 4) is good example of that. There’s
room to put the ball in play, but you’ve got
to hit it to the right area.
“I like 16, because when you’re on the tee
it doesn’t look like there’s a lot of room to
hit, but it’s actually one of our widest fairways. And it’s classic risk-reward, because
as you get closer to the elevated green it
narrows up quite a bit. Outside of (16), I
enjoy the hole nine and 10 transition. You
really go from what is our toughest par 4 in
hole nine (a mammoth 461 yards), to our
toughest par 3 in hole 10 (all 223 yards of it).
So the competitive golfer in me really likes
that transition because it’s a challenge.”
The Preserve’s front nine preserved the
parkland feel of the old Oak Meadows and
Maple Meadows, while the back winds its

way through reclaimed wetlands, pushing
you to play over and around the Salt Creek.
“I also enjoy the part of the property
that was the old nine-hole layout, which is
holes two, three, four, and five,” Kopp said.
“It’s two par 5s, a par 4 and a par 3 in that
mix, and really showcases what was a really
under-utilized part of the property, the old
nine-hole course. Those four holes, and then
the 15, 16, 17, 18 closing corridor — those
are my two favorite sections of the course.”
From front to back, The Preserve is a
powerful new addition to the Midwest’s
public golf scene, one that’ll leave you high,
dry — and anxious to come back for more.
Please visit www.dupagegolf.com for more
information.
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